
Terms of Use for www.parkstamps.org 

By using www.parkstamps.org users are agreeing to the following terms of use: 
 

1. Users agree to not post any material that is patently offensive, defaming, libelous, or illegal. 
2. Users agree to not post personal attacks directed towards other users of the Forums. 
3. Users agree to not post any goods or services for sale, nor any other commercial solicitation, without the express written approval of the    
    NPTC. Routine suggestions for travel-related services rendered mentioned in trip reports and trip advice threads are permitted. 
4. Users agree not to extract data in any form from www.parkstamps.org other than for personal usage. Users agree to NOT use any data or  
    information from www.parkstamps.org for any commercial purpose, whether or not there is a possibility of financial gain. Users also agree  
    not to disseminate any proprietary (member-restricted) data or information to others on other websites, blogs, etc. without the expressed  
    consent of the NPTC Executive Board unless such data was created by the user for personal use and shared to www.parkstamps.org for  
    use in NPTC services. 
5. Users agree that whenever they post any material that is not their own (unless not copyrighted or otherwise in the public domain), the user  
    will properly attribute this material to its author, and that the user will provide a link to the source of the material where obtained on the  
    Internet. 
6. Users agree that they will not repost the entire text of articles, stories, or other copyrighted material that is not in the public domain, nor  
    repost large sections of this material. Users agree that if they wish to share copyrighted material with other users that they will only post a  
    short section of this material consistent with the "Fair Use Doctrine" in US copyright law, that the user will properly attribute this material to  
    its source, and that the user will provide a link to the source material where obtained on the Internet. 
 

(Adopted March 29, 2010, Amended December 13, 2012, Amended October 11, 2013, Amended April 8, 2014,  
Amended November 25, 2014, Amended January 10, 2015, Amended February 2, 2015) 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Procedure for administering the TOU - as developed by the TOU Moderators: 
 
Alleged Violation occurs. 
1.      Member flags post. 
2.      Message (Email and/or text) to all moderators 
3.      First responding moderator opens a thread on the moderator forum to discuss 
 
Moderator(s) Review(s) post 
 4.    If the post is a flagrant violation, first responding moderator takes immediate appropriate action: 
   a.   Edit offending word, phrase, or sentence and make editing note in offending post 
         for example [Mod edit] "edited: mmddyy hh:mm am" OR----> 
   b.   move entire post (s) to "TOU Moderators"  with public note in existing thread. 
   c.   Regardless of which action (a or b) is taken, contact the violating poster by PM and make them aware of the TOU violation and   
         moderation and request they refrain from this behavior in the future. 
 
OR----------- 
 
 5.      If the moderator believes the post is probably a violation but is not flagrant: 
 
   a.    Contact poster(s) in PM and explain why their post may be a violation of TOU.                                                                           
       I.     If they agree and modify the post, no further discussion needed                                                                        
      II.     If they push back in disagreement, discuss among the moderators and if at least 3/5 determine it is a violation, modify/move the post  
              and contact the member to let them know the logic 
   b.    Update TOU Moderators forum with a copy of post, actions taken 
 
 OR----------- 
 
6.      If the post appears to be within the TOU: 
   a.   Wait for at least two other moderators to agree there is no violation [just in case others disagree] 
   b.   PM flagger for clarification to acknowledge the report and confirm why we do not believe it is a violation 
   c.   Update TOU Mod forum with note 
 
Constant Violations 
 7.      If a poster is consistently violating the TOU or disregarding requests by moderators: 
    a.     Moderator opens a thread on the forums to discuss 
    b.     If 3 out of 5 moderators agree there is a constant and flagrant issue, they make a recommendation to the EB that disciplinary action be  
            pursued. The EB considers it from there and determines whether they agree punishment is warranted and if so, what it should be  
            (suspension, ban, etc) 
 
Appeal process 
8.      If a member believes their posts are being moderated unjustifiably or that a punishment from the EB is unjust: 
    a.     Appealer submits a message by Email to executiveboard@parkstamps.org within 7 days. 
    b.     Appeals panel acknowledges appeal and acts as a group within 7 days. 
    c.     Committee action can be:                                                                           
        I.     Support appealer and retract any action taken by MOD, update TOU Mod forum, and privately coach Mods.                                                                       
       II.     Reject appealer outright, PM appealer, notify EB immediately and/or update TOU Mod forum.                                                                       
      III.     Forward appeal to EB for review and guidance.                                                                        
      IV.     Updates a permanent file of appeals with whatever is deemed necessary for the record.  
 

Adopted February 7, 2015 


